
Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                      Foundation Plus
1st October                                                     

�

The sum of the four expressions is 
189.
Calculate the median.

Construct the perpendicular bisector of AB

�

�
Find the volume of this sphere.

Work out

�
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Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                      Foundation Plus
2nd October                                                     

Write down the equation of Line A

Write down the equation of Line B

Triangle ABC is similar to triangle ADE.
Work out the length of DE.

Find the size of the angle x.

�

Estimate

�

�

�
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Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                      Foundation Plus
3rd October                                                     

Which two triangles are 
congruent to triangle A? 

In a sale, all prices are decreased by 
15%.

In the sale, a TV costs £323.

Work out the normal price of the TV.

Factorise 

x² + 8x + 15

Factorise

x² - 11x + 10

Solve x² + 5x - 14 = 0

�
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Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                      Foundation Plus
4th October                                                     

Jack drives at 60 mph for 
1 hour 45 minutes.

How far does he travel?

Calculate the length of BC

Solve  x² − 121 = 0

Draw x + 2y = 6

Make y the subject of x + 2y = 6

�

�
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Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                      Foundation Plus
5th October                                                     

Find x

The probability of choosing a 
square is three times more likely 
than choosing a rectangle.

Complete the table.

Calculate the gradient of the 
straight line passing through (0, 2) 
and (3, 11).

Write down the equation of the line.

�

�

�
A bag contains 4 different shapes.

�
and draw the graph

�
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Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                      Foundation Plus
6th October                                                     

Find the reciprocal of 1.5
Find the reciprocal of 0.15

A fish tank has sprung a leak, at the 
base of the tank.
5% of the water is lost every minute.

How much water is lost from the tank 
after six minutes?

Find x

Write a vector for �  in terms of a and b

�

�

Write a vector for �  in terms of a and 
b
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Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                      Foundation Plus
7th October                                                     

Natalie has 8 socks in a drawer.
5 of the socks are black. 3 of the socks 
are white.

Natalie takes out a sock at random, writes 
down its colour and puts it back into the 
drawer. Then Natalie takes out a second 
sock, at random, and writes down its 
colour.

Work out the probability both socks are 
different colours.

Rachel buys a DVD for £18.50.

A year later she sells it for £15.91

What is the percentage decrease in 
value of the DVD?

�

Complete the tree diagram.

Expand

�

Work out

�
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Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                      Foundation Plus
8th October                                                     

Martin truncates a number, y, to two 
decimal places.

The result is 8.04

Write down the error interval for y

The number of visitors to a 

museum in 2014 was 6.2 x 10⁵
In 2015, the museum had 

7.8 x 10⁵ visitors

Calculate the percentage increase.

Make x the subject

v²	=	u²	+	2ax

�

�

�

�

Point D is the midpoint of BC.
Point E is the midpoint of AC.

Write these vectors in terms of a and b.
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Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                      Foundation Plus
9th October                                                     

Write down an estimate for ∛30

Expand and simplify

(y + 3)(y + 5)

Find y

Work out the equation of the line 
passing through A (0, 1) and  B (2, 4).

Write down the equation of the line 
parallel to AB and passing through (0, 7)

The sum of the interior angles in a 
polygon is 7380°.

Calculate the number of sides the 
polygon has.

�
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Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                      Foundation Plus
10th October                                                     

What is the relative frequency of a 
5?

Shown is an isosceles triangle.
Find it’s perimeter.

Jacob buys a watch costing £84
This cost includes VAT at a rate of 20%.

How much is the watch without VAT?

Four chairs and two tables cost £218
Six chairs and seven tables cost £587
Find the total cost of buying twenty 
chairs and five tables.

�

�

�
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Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                      Foundation Plus
11th October                                                     

Calculate the circumference.
Give your answer in terms of π

2.45 has been rounded to two decimal 
places.

Write down an inequality to show the 
range of possible actual values.

Shown is an isosceles triangle.
Find x.

�

Write � as a decimal.

�

�
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Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                      Foundation Plus
12th October                                                     

Find x

Shown below are two similar triangles.

Find the size of y.

Calculate the surface area of a 
sphere of radius 5cm.

Solve these simultaneous equations

!

�

Work out

�

�
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Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                      Foundation Plus
13th October                                                     

The bearing of A from B is 193°,  
find the bearing of B from A.

Write down the exact value of  Sin 0° Write down the exact value of  Sin 90°

Complete the tree diagram.

Work out the probability Jennifer hits the 
Bullseye at least once.

Jennifer is playing darts.
She throws two darts aiming for a 
Bullseye. The probability Jennifer hits 
the Bullseye on her first throw is ¼.
The probability she hits the Bullseye on 
her second throw ⅓.

�

�
Sketch y = −x³ 

�
Sketch y = x³ 
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Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                      Foundation Plus
14th October                                                     

Write 2.39 x 10⁶ as an ordinary 
number Write 0.00034 in standard form

Work out the equation of line L

Calculate angle BAC.

A fish tank has sprung a leak, at the 
base of the tank.
5% of the water is lost every minute.

How much water is lost from the tank 
after ten minutes?

�

�
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Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                      Foundation Plus
15th October                                                     

The distance from the Sun to Pluto 
is 3.67 billion miles.
Write this number in standard form.

Find x

The population of Northern Ireland is 1.8 
million, to the nearest hundred 
thousand.

What is the greatest possible number of 
people that live in Northern Ireland?

Work out the estimated mean.

State the condition why the two triangle 
are congruent.

�

�

�

�
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Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                      Foundation Plus
16th October                                                     

Solve y² - 7y - 18 = 0 Solve y² - 49 = 0

ACE and BCD are straight lines.
DE is parallel to AB.
Work out the size of CE.

A	rectangular	,ield	is	7	metres	
longer	than	wide.	
The	perimeter	of	the	,ield	is	106m.

Find the area of the field.

What is the sum of the interior 
angles for a decagon?

What is the size of each interior 
angle for a regular decagon?

Tim’s pay increased by 5% to 
£868.30 a fortnight.

What was his pay before the 
increase?

�
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Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                      Foundation Plus
17th October                                                     

Another student has a height of 150cm.
Estimate the arm span of this student.

Another student has an arm span of 
140cm. 
Estimate their height

Rebecca drove 9 miles in 7 minutes.
Work out her speed, in miles per hour.

A radioactive substance decays over 
time.
Every year its mass decreases by 14%.

How many years will it take for 500kg of 
the substance to decay to a mass less 
than 100kg?

Calculate the mass of a piece of 
metal that has a volume 50cm³ and 
density 3.8g/cm³

�
The scatter graph shows information 
about the heights and arm spans of ten 
students in a school.
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Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                      Foundation Plus
18th October                                                     

Write down the equation
of the line shown

Write down the equation of the line 
parallel to the line shown that 
passes through the point (0, 8)

The densities of two different liquids 
A and B are in the ratio 2:5.

The mass of 1cm³ of liquid A is 
1.5g.

Work out the mass of 20cm³ of 
liquid B.

Draw the locus of all points which are equidistant from lines CD and CE.

�

�
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Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                      Foundation Plus
19th October                                                     

Philip runs at an average speed of 
4 m/s.
How long will it take Philip to 
complete a 10 kilometre race?
Give your answer in minutes and 
seconds.

A triangular-based pyramid is shown.
Calculate the volume of the pyramid.

Write down the exact value of  Tan 45° Write down the exact value of  Tan 60°

!

�
Triangle ABC is drawn on the grid.
Enlarge triangle ABC with scale factor ½ and centre (0,0)

�
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Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                      Foundation Plus
20th October                                                     

Solve

x² + 8x + 16 = 0

Calculate the size of angle CAB.

�

Two shops sell the same type of perfume.
A 100ml bottle of perfume normally costs 
£40.

Rebecca says that both offers give the 
same value for money.
Is she correct? Show your working.

Calculate the shaded area

�

�
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Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                      Foundation Plus
21st October                                                     

The population of a country is 

9.08 × 10⁵
Write the population of the country 
as an ordinary number.

Find x

Each flowerpot is a cylinder with radius 
7cm and height 20cm.
Carl has 50 litres of soil.

How many flowerpots can be filled?

�

Carl is filling flowerpots with soil.

�

�
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Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                      Foundation Plus
22nd October                                                     

The population of the United 
Kingdom in 1950 was 5.06 × 10⁷
The population of the United 
Kingdom in 2015 was 6.47 × 10⁷

Work out how many more people live 
in the United Kingdom in 2015 than 
1950.
Give your answer as an ordinary 
number.

Find x

Barry buys 200 pieces of stationary for 
£76.
Of the 200 pieces of stationary, x of 
them are rulers that cost 50p each and
y of them are pens that cost 20p each.
Find how many rulers Barry buys and 
how many pens he buys.

ξ = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13}
O = Odd numbers
P = Prime numbers

Complete the Venn diagram

A number is chosen at random

Find P(O ∪ P)

A number is chosen at random

Find P(O ∩ P)

�

�
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Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                      Foundation Plus
23rd October                                                     

A light flashes every 42 seconds.
A buzzer buzzes every 3 minutes.

They both operate, how long until 
they both operate again?

Find x

A coin is flipped and a dice is rolled. 

What is the probability of a tail and a 
1?

Work out 2a − b

�

�

�
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Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                      Foundation Plus
24th October                                                     

Find the Highest Common Factor (HCF) 
of 108 and 72.

Find the perimeter of the running track.

A fair spinner has five sections of 
equal size, numbered 1 to 5.
The spinner is spun twice and the 
scores are added together.

Find the probability of a total score 
of 9.

Find x

The ratio of red to green sweets in a 
bag is 9:2

If r is the number of red sweets and 
g is the number of green sweets in 
the bag, work out a formula for r in 
terms of g.

�

�
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Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                      Foundation Plus
25th October                                                     

Factorise 

y² + 8y + 12

Factorise 

y² − 121

Represent the inequality x < 3 on this 
number line.

�

Mrs Holland wants to paint her garage 
wall.

The wall measures

�

Each can of paint covers 5m².
Each can costs £7.50

How much will it cost Mrs Holland to 
paint her garage wall?

Find the area of the sector.

�
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Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                      Foundation Plus
26th October                                                     

Write down the reciprocal of 0.04

On the grid, draw the graph of y = x² + x 
for the values of x from -3 to 3.

Fiona leaves £2000 in the bank for four 
years.
It earns compound interest of 5% each 
year.

Calculate the total amount Fiona has in 
the bank at the end of the four years.

�

Complete the table of values for 
y = x² + x

�

Solve these simultaneous equations

�
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27th October                                                     27th October                                                     

Calculate the volume of a cylinder 
with height 20cm and diameter 
8cm.

Draw the locus of all points which are equidistant from points A and B.Draw the locus of all points which are equidistant from points A and B.

The population of a country is 
5.2 million, to the nearest hundred 
thousand.

What is the greatest possible number of 
people that live in the country?

Find the length of BC

Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                      Foundation Plus
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Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                      Foundation Plus
28th October                                                     

The price of a house in 2012 was 
180,000.
On average, each year the house 
increased in value by 4%.
How much was the house worth in 
2017?

What is the sum of the interior 
angles for an octagon?

What is the size of each interior 
angle for a regular octagon?

Calculate an estimate of the mean.

How many sides does it have?

Solve

�

�

�
Shown is one angle from a regular 
polygon.
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Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                      Foundation Plus
29th October                                                     

Factorise x² − 5x − 14 Factorise x² − 21x + 20

In a small village, one bus arrives a day.
The probability of rain in the village is 
0.3.
If it rains, the probability of a bus being 
late is 0.4.
If it does not rain, the probability of a 
bus being late is 0.15.

Work out the number of days the bus 
will be late over a period of 240 days.

A line has gradient 2 and passes 
through the point (1, 7)

Find the equation of the line.

Work out an estimate for

�

�
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Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                      Foundation Plus
30th October                                                     

Triangles ABC and DEF are similar.
AB = 4cm    AC = 5cm
DE = 16cm  EF = 17cm.

Work out the length of BC.

90g of lead and 40g of tin are mixed to 
make an alloy.

The density of lead is 11g/cm³
The density of tin is 7g/cm³

Work out the volume of lead used in the 
alloy.

Work out the volume of tin used in the 
alloy.

What is the density of the alloy?

Solve these simultaneous equations

!

Work out

�

Give your answer as a mixed number.

�
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31st October                                                     31st October                                                     

Factorise y² − 64

The diagram shows two lighthouses.
A boat is within than 5 miles of lighthouse A.
The same boat is within 4 miles of lighthouse B.
Shade the possible area in which the boat could be.

The diagram shows two lighthouses.
A boat is within than 5 miles of lighthouse A.
The same boat is within 4 miles of lighthouse B.
Shade the possible area in which the boat could be.

Shown below is a regular pentagon 
ABCDE.

Work out angles x and y

Calculate the gradient of the 
straight line passing through (0, 3) 
and (4, 11).

Write down the equation of the line.

Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                      Foundation Plus
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